
FAST AND ACCURATE ORDER PACKING 
Pack-IT™ is a flexible order packing solution that delivers fast, 
accurate order fulfillment.

Users can scan, verify, and close orders in one continuous 
action, in a fraction of the time it takes to pack orders in a 
manual paper-driven environment.

Pack-IT eliminates picking and packing errors, increases 
labor savings, and provides real-time visibility into orders.

SMART ORDER PACKING FOR DETAILED ITEM 
TRACKING
Pack-IT’s barcode scanning features make it fast and easy 
to capture and validate line item details such as SKUs, serial 
and lot numbers and quantities shipped. This information 
can be uploaded to your host systems for inventory planning, 
customer service and tracking purposes.

REAL-TIME PREVENTION OF DUPLICATE OR 
INCORRECT ITEMS
Pack-IT guides order packers while they work to eliminate 
potential packing errors. Audible alerts and pop-up windows 
prevent the user from packing incorrect quantities or items.

Pack-IT™ Order Fulfillment Solution

Pack-IT can be deployed on mobile and wearable barcode 
scanners.

Audible alerts and pop-up windows make it easy to prevent 
packing errors. 

Pack-IT tracks line items and quantities as they are packed 
and notifies the user when the order is complete



EASY TO USE, EASY TO TRAIN
Pack-IT replaces manual or data-entry intensive order 
packing routines with an intuitive, scan-based workflow. 
Users can scan, pack, and ship with little interruption – 
greatly accelerating order throughput. 

The software is so intuitive that very little training is required. 
New employees, seasonal or temporary staff can learn to 
use Pack-IT in a matter of minutes.

INTEGRATED ASN AND EDI 
CAPABILITIES
Pack-IT also offers built in tools to 
handle advance ship notice (ASN) 
requirements.

PACKING SLIP AUTOMATION
Reduce labor and order fulfillment 
time by configuring Pack-IT to 
automatically generate labels as a 
seamless step in the process. The 
packing slip prints; just print and 
apply. No need to fold, insert or tape the packing slip to  
the carton.

“SCAN, CLICK AND SHIP” WITH PACK-IT AND SHIP-IT 
You can accelerate order fulfillment to 10X faster with ADSI’s 
integrated Pack-IT and Ship-IT solution. Once the order is 
closed, a packing slip and carrier-compliant label is printed 
automatically. Just click and ship.

HOW MUCH CAN YOU SAVE? 
Our product specialists are here to help you. Contact ADSI  
today for a complimentary consultation to discuss your order 
fulfillment questions. 

Pack-IT completely 
automates the ASN 
process.
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One example of many options for carton 
and packing label formats.

Simplify the process with a combined packing and 
shipping label.


